motivated performance of novice skills depends on enhanced skill coding in LPFC, but 120 the motivated performance of well-trained skills does not. 121 122
Results 123 124
30 human participants performed a discrete sequence production (DSP) task ( Figure 1 ) 125 with concurrent fMRI. This task required participants to quickly produce 8-item 126 sequences of button presses following a cue indicating sequence identity. Participants 127 trained extensively on one sequence (200 trials) and minimally on another (40 trials). 128
Two days after training, they returned to perform the practiced sequences with trial-wise 129 offers of performance-contingent monetary rewards ($5, $10, or $30). To perform the 130 sequence "successfully", participants had to produce all 8 button presses without error 131 under an assigned time-limit. Time-limits were calibrated separately for each person 132
and each sequence based on performance during a warm-up phase in the scanner on 133 day 2. Our behavioral analyses focused on trial-wise behavioral success and our 134 neuroimaging analyses focused on trial-wise cue-related activity. 135 136 137 Figure 1. Discrete sequence production task. To study the effects of motivation on skilled action, participants 138 performed two 8-item motor sequences for monetary incentives. The diagram above depicts an example trial from the 139 reward session. Reward and sequence (color) were cued at the start of each trial. Our fMRI analyses focused on 140 hemodynamic responses to this cue. After a brief delay, the sequence was performed. If it was completed under a 141 specific time limit, the trial was successful.
142
Motivation enhanced skilled performance 143 144 We fit a multilevel logistic regression model to participants' accuracies to test whether 145 they were more likely to succeed on trials with large rewards ($30) compared to trials 146 with small rewards ($5). To estimate the effect of reward magnitude on accuracy, we 147
used Bayesian parameter estimation with weakly informative priors ( (0,1)). Since our 148 predictors were binary, these priors assigned low prior probabilities to large effects and 149
high prior probabilities to small effects (especially null effects). We performed Bayesian 150 null hypothesis testing by examining whether the 90% credible interval (CI) for a 151 parameter excluded zero. If it did, then there was less than a 5% posterior probability 152 that the effect was null (or in the opposite direction), which we take as evidence against 153 the null hypothesis. We use 90% CIs rather than 95% because the former is more 154 stable than the latter (Kruschke, 2014) and because the 90% CI lets enables easy 1-155 tailed null hypothesis testing at the conventional p < 0.05. 156 157 We found evidence that our participants were more likely to succeed in the DSP task on 158 trials with large rewards compared to trials with small rewards ( = 0.30, CI = [0.14, 159 0.45], p < 0.05; Figure 2 ). However, we did not find evidence that accuracy improved on 160 REWARDS ENHANCE SKILLED CODING AND PERFORMANCE 5 trials with medium rewards compared to trials with small rewards ( = 0.04, CI = [-0.12, 161 0.19], p > 0.05). To our surprise, we found evidence that accuracy was higher for the 162 novice sequence compared to the well-trained sequence ( = 0.23, CI = [0.01, 0.44], p < 163 0.05). Although the time limits were chosen in part to match accuracy across the two 164 sequences (see Methods), the time limits of the well-trained sequences were likely too 165 strict, as evidenced by the disproportionate number of 'too slow' trials for well-trained 166 sequences (36%) compared to novice sequences (28%). However, we found no 167 evidence of an interaction between reward and sequence on performance (p > 0.05).
168
These results suggest that offering large performance-contingent rewards motivated 169 people to perform skilled actions more efficiently. 170 171 indicates the 90% credible interval, and the red dashed lines indicate the point null hypotheses. More than 95% of the 176 posterior estimates were greater than zero, which provides evidence that skill performance was higher on $30 trials 177 compared to $5 trials.
178
Reward modulated activity in motor planning regions 179 180
We first asked which regions of the brain were linearly responsive to motivation (i.e., 181 prospective reward value) just prior to movement. We used generalized linear models 182
(GLM) to estimate the neuronal responses to the sequence/reward cue. To determine 183 which brain areas were responsive to prospective rewards, we fit GLMs with reward-184 magnitude regressors, which predict that the amplitude of the hemodynamic response 185
in a voxel will increase linearly with reward magnitude. We used a standard 2nd level 186 analysis to identify brain areas whose activity increased in response to reward at the 187 group-level. Our group-level inferences assume a cluster-corrected alpha threshold of p 188 < 0.05.
190
This analysis revealed clusters of reward-related activity in most of the brain regions 191
that we expected to be engaged during the DSP task, including LPFC, supplementary 192 motor area (SMA), premotor cortex (PMC), and primary motor cortex (M1).
193
Unsurprisingly, we also observed clusters of reward-related activity in reward regions 194 such as the striatum and the pallidum. This analysis provided a reliable map of the brain 195 regions whose activity was modulated by prospective rewards. Of particular interest to 196 this study is the finding that many regions involved in motor-skill performance were 197 responsive to reward, including the primary motor cortex, premotor cortex and prefrontal 
205
Skill decoding in reward-responsive brain areas 206 207
We performed whole-brain MVPA to localize a network of areas whose patterns of 208 activity contained information about motor skill. Whole-brain MVPA is often performed 209
using an iterative searchlight approach, however this technique only performs decoding 210 in small neighborhoods of voxels but does not consider representations distributed 211 across the cortex. For this reason, we used SpaceNet, a whole-brain multivariate 212
decoding method that employs spatial priors to produce sparse and clustered coefficient 213 maps. SpaceNet has been shown to yield higher classification scores and more 214
interpretable maps than alternative whole brain decoding techniques for classic brain 2013; Michel et al., 2012) . In order to uncover regions that contain a dual code for both 217 motor skill and reward information, we restricted our whole-brain MVPA to voxels that 218
were reward-responsive at the group level (uncorrected p < 0.001) ( Figure 3 ). We 219 created individualized reward-related masks using a leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) 220 approach to ensure that feature selection was independent from the MVPA. The 221
SpaceNet classifiers were trained on coefficient maps from a GLM with trial-wise 222 regressors predicting a canonical hemodynamic response to cue-onset. We used a 223 standard 2nd level analysis to identify brain areas that contained information about motor 224 sequence at the group-level. Our inferences assume a cluster-corrected alpha threshold 225 of p < 0.05.
227
Our first set of SpaceNet classifiers were trained to predict the identity of the intended 228 motor sequence from patterns of brain activity preceding movement. At the group level, 229 these classifiers predicted the intended motor sequence (on a held-out 20% of data) 230
with a mean accuracy of 0.61 and a standard deviation of 0.12 across subjects ( Figure  231 4a). We found skill representations distributed across the cortex including LPFC, SMA, 232
and M1 ( Figure 4b ). Importantly, this analysis considered only voxels that were 233
responsive to reward magnitude. The regions in Figure 4b therefore simultaneously 234 respond to changes in motivation and contribute to a representation of the motor skill 235 being prepared. These findings are consistent with prior work showing converging 236 reward and action signals in prefrontal areas and motor areas. 237 238 239 
246
Performance-relevant patterns in reward-responsive brain areas 247 248
While information about reward and skill appear to converge in the LPFC, SMA, and 249 M1, it remains a possibility that these areas have no practical relevance to future 250 behavior. To test this, we ran a second set of whole-brain classifiers that used patterns 251
of activity prior to movement to predict whether a participant would be successful in the 252 forthcoming DSP trial. At the group level, the classifiers predicted future behavioral 253 performance (on a held-out 20% of data) with a mean accuracy of 0.79 and standard 254 deviation of 0.09 across subjects. This decoding analysis revealed a more restricted 255
information map than the analysis of skill decoding, but the map still included 256
informative clusters in LPFC, SMA, and M1 ( Figure 5 ). These results suggest that the 257 reward-related regions identified previously are not only responsive to changes in 258 motivation, but also relevant to future behavior. Furthermore, the information maps from 259 our two MVPAs (Figures 4 and 5) were found to overlap in LPFC, SMA, and M1. This 260 conjunction map delineates voxels that (1) respond to changes in motivation, (2) carry 261 information about motor sequence, and (2) carry information about future behavioral 262
success. Therefore, we used this conjunctive information map as a mask for our 263 subsequent ROI analyses. 264 265 266 Figure 5 . Performance-prediction with patterns in reward-responsive brain areas. We trained multivariate classifiers to 267 predict future behavioral success from patterns of hemodynamic responses to the pre-movement cue. This analysis 268 only considered voxels that were responsive to reward (see 
273
Skill decoding in LPFC predicts improved novice performance 274 275
We hypothesized that motivation preferentially enhances skill representations based on 276 their relevance to future performance. While our whole-brain analysis above revealed a 277
widely distributed cortical representation of motor skills, we were interested in effects of 278 motivation on local skill representations in specific ROIs. We therefore performed follow-279
up ROI analyses, focusing on skill decoding in lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC), 280
supplementary motor area (SMA), and primary motor cortex (M1). We expected that 281 skill decoding in LPFC would be predictive of behavioral success for the novice skill but 282 not the well-trained skill. We initialized our ROIs using the multi-modal Glasser atlas 283 which provided a priori masks (see Methods). Next, we excluded voxels that were not 284 contained in the overlap of our two group-level information maps ( Figure 6 ). This 285 functional masking was performed using a LOSO approach to ensure that feature 286 selection was independent from the MVPA. 287 288 Figure 6 . Conjunction of group-level sequence and performance information maps. This map only includes voxels 289 that were significant in the earlier group analyses of the information maps. We intersect this conjunction map with a 290 priori ROIs to obtain our ROIs for the follow-up decoding analysis.
292
Next, we used linear support vector machines (SVM) to decode motor sequence identity 293 from patterns of cue-related activity in our ROIs. To ensure that our classifiers had 294 enough samples to estimate a reliable classification boundary, we used a leave-one-trial 295 out (LOTO) cross-validation procedure, which provided trial-wise binary decoding 296
accuracies. Finally, we used multilevel logistic regression models to test whether skill 297 decoding in our ROIs was predictive of future performance for the novice or well-trained 298 skills. As with our Bayesian analysis of DSP performance, we estimated posteriors over 299 parameters and performed null-hypothesis testing using 90% credible intervals. 300 301
This analysis showed that skill decoding in LPFC was more strongly associated with 302 successful performance of novice but not well-trained skills ( = 0.23, CI = [0.07, 0.40], 303 p < 0.05). However, we found no evidence of a relationship between behavior and 304 sequence decoding in SMA or M1 (p > 0.05). These results show that skill decoding in 305
LPFC had high utility for novice skills but not well-trained skills. 306 307 Motivation enhanced novice skill decoding in LPFC 318 319
The above analysis provided evidence that skill decoding in LPFC was linked to 320
improved behavior for novice skills only, which suggests that skill representations in 321
LPFC have high utility for novice skills only. We hypothesized that rewards would 322
preferentially enhance skill representations that are useful for performance, so we 323
predicted that motivation (a la reward magnitude) would enhance skill decoding in LPFC 324
for novice skills but not well-trained skills. To test this, we used the same ROI decoding 325 data from the previous analysis, but this time we fit multilevel logistic regression models 326
to trial-wise decoding accuracies (with separate models for each ROI) to test for effects 327 of reward on skill decoding. 328 329
We observed a positive effect of motivation on novice skill decoding in LPFC, which was 330 much stronger than the motivation effect on well-trained skill decoding ( = 0.34, CI = 331
[0.15, 0.52], p < 0.05). Our analyses of decoding from SMA and M1 returned null 332
results, suggesting that the skill coding locally in these regions was not affected by 333
reward. Overall, these results suggest that motivation enhanced novice but not well 334 trained skill coding in LPFC. This is significant because skill decoding in LPFC is only 335
behaviorally relevant for the novice skill, suggesting that motivation preferentially 336 modulated skill representations according to their utility for future performance. 337 338 
347
Discussion 348 349
We sought to examine the neural mechanisms that contribute to the motivation-based 350 enhancement of motor skills. We found that performance on a motor sequencing task 351
improved as prospective reward values grew larger. When examining cue-related 352
whole-brain activity just before movement onset, we uncovered distributed patterns of 353 activity across a relatively large network of regions important for visuo-motor skill that 354 simultaneously coded for reward value, motor skill identity, and the quality of skill 355
execution. Importantly, we found a dissociation between the neuronal mechanisms of 356
incentive-motivated performance of novice and well-trained motor skills. While both 357 novice and well-trained skills were performed more quickly and accurately on high-value 358 trials (Figure 2 ), the underlying changes in brain activity preceding performance was 359 different for the two skills ( Figure 6 ). Our results suggest that the incentive-motivated 360 performance of novice motor skills depends on enhanced representations of skill in the 361 LPFC. 362 363
Reward modulates a widespread task-relevant network 364 365
Our results show that motivation (i.e, prospective reward value) modulated a 366 widespread task network prior to movement (Figure 3 ). In these regions, the amplitude 367 Multiplexed code for reward, skill identity, and the quality of performance 383 384
To investigate how prospective reward enhances the neural coding of motor skills, we 385
sought to determine which of these reward-responsive areas specifically carried 386 information about both the identity and the quality of the upcoming action. Using a 387
whole-brain decoding technique, we found that distributed patterns of activity across 388 fronto-parietal cortices, visual cortex, and the striatum simultaneously carried 389 information about prospective reward value, motor skill identity and the quality of future these findings by showing that information about reward, skill, and future performance 397 converge across a more widespread task network, spanning areas specialized for 398 sensory, cognitive, motor, and affective processing. 399 400
Prospective rewards enhance motor skill decoding in LPFC 401 402
Our whole-brain analyses showed that motivational signals and preparatory action 403
representations converge in several brain areas. While such convergence is likely 404 necessary for motivation to enhance behavior, it is unclear exactly what happens when 405 these signals converge. One possibility is that motivation enhances cortical skill 406
representations on which performance depends. We addressed this possibility in follow-407 up ROI analyses and found evidence for such enhancement in LPFC, but not in more 408
downstream regions in the hierarchy of action control (SMA and M1). We quantified the 409 utility of skill representations in LPFC by estimating the effect of skill decoding on future 410 behavioral success. Our results show that anticipatory skill decoding in LPFC was more 411 strongly linked to future performance of novice skills compared to well-trained skills 412 (Figure 7) , indicating that skill representations in LPFC had greater utility for the novice 413 skill compared to the well-trained skill. This is consistent with the research showing that 414
novice skill performance depends more on skill-focused attention, working memory, and 415
planning ( Crucially, motivation increased the novice skill decoding in LPFC, but not well-trained 438 skill decoding ( Figure 6 ). This suggests that skill representations in LPFC were 439 enhanced preferentially in contexts where doing so would be useful for achieving 440 greater success (i.e., for novice skills However, it must be noted that we did not find any analogous increased skill decoding 450
for the more highly trained skill despite the fact that behavioral performance showed 451 similar motivation-based enhancements. We also did not observe any increase in skill 452 decoding in downstream motor areas (i.e. M1 and SMA) although clearly any skill 453 enhancement must ultimately involve altered activity in these areas. This study was 454 focused on skill coding in the neocortex prior to movement because we believed that 455 processing at this stage would best dissociate novice and well-trained skill performance. 456
It is possible that enhanced performance for more well-trained skills is supported by 457 altered processing during the execution period itself. Unfortunately, there were several 458 factors that made reliably measuring brain activity during movement a challenge. Aside 459 from simple movement artifacts, the duration of the movement period varied 460
considerably across time, skill, and participant. Additionally, relatively strict time limits 461
were necessary to prevent the strategic slowing of execution speed on high reward 462
trials. This design choice led to a relatively high number of errors during execution, 463
limiting the number of successfully completed trials that could be used for analysis of 464 the movement period itself. Nonetheless, it is important to consider the effects of 465 motivation on brain activity during execution, especially because this may be the locus 466
of enhancement for skills that depend less on anticipatory cognitive processing (e.g., 467
well-trained motor sequences).
469
Further limitations 470 471
Our results show that the neuronal mechanisms by which motivation enhances skill 472 performance differ as a function of skill-level. However, we cannot rule out the 473 possibility that our decoding analyses merely distinguished neuronal patterns based on 474 skill-level rather than skill-identity per se. However, we believe that our key theoretical 475
inferences do not critically depend on this distinction. As discussed above, prior work 476 has implicated the lateral PFC in the performance and acquisition of relatively novice 477 motor skills. We show that we can more readily decode the pattern of activity during the 478 preparation of a novice skill when prospective reward value is higher. Although it is 479 possible that our classifier was able to distinguish the two motor sequences based on 480 the differential recruitment of a given region due to differences in expertise, our results 481 suggest that this distinction was sharpest at higher levels of motivation. 482 483
Our analyses also focused heavily on decoding skill information from patterns of cortical 484 activity. We focused on this aspect of our dataset because prior work validated the 485 approach of measuring cortical skill representations using MVPA (Nambu et Closing remarks 499 500
In sum, we provide evidence that both novice and well-trained motor skills are 501 enhanced by motivation and that a widespread network of visuomotor regions jointly 502 contain information about motor skill and reward value. We also showed that the 503 underlying neuronal mechanisms of motivational enhancement differs between novice 504
and well-trained skills. The motivated performance of novice skills was preceded by 505 enhanced skill coding in LPFC, but we observed no such relationship for well-trained 506 skills. This asymmetry likely results from the differential cognitive demands imposed by 507 novice and well-trained skills, with novice skill performance depending more on 508
prospective goal representations in WM. We propose that motivation increases the 509 expected value of deploying sustained attention to skill relevant representations, 510 thereby increasing their signal to noise ratio and consequently improving behavioral 511 performance. 512 513 514
Methods 515 516
Participants 517 30 undergraduate students from the University of Michigan participated in this study. All 518 participants gave written informed consent to participate and were compensated at a 519 rate of $15 per hour plus cash bonuses for successful performance. All materials and 520 methods were approved by the University of Michigan Institutional Review Board. 521 522
Behavioral task 523
Participants learned to perform two sequences of eight keypresses. Before each 524 trial, participants were instructed by a color cue (1.5 s) to perform one of the two 525 sequences. After a brief delay (2-6 s), participants could perform the instructed 526 sequence using the A-S-D-F keys. During movement, an array of 4 grey rectangles 527
(representing the keys) 'lit up' in sequence to remind the participant of which key to 528 press next. We expected that our participants would rely less on these on-line visual 529 cues, and more on advanced planning, as learning progressed. In the reward session, 530 sequence cues were presented concurrently with incentive. We imposed movement 531 time limits on performance during the reward session, defined as the 70th percentile of 532 movement times in a warm-up session. Separate time limits were assigned for each 533 sequence and each participant with a maximum of 3 s, and the time limit was reset to 534 be stricter each block if participants' accuracy was above 70% on the previous block. 535
Stimulus orderings for sequence identity and the duration of cue-to-execution intervals 536
(2-6 s) and inter-trial intervals (2-6s) were optimized to estimate effects of interest using 537
AFNI's make_random_timing tool by running 5000 iterations of different random 538 orderings/timings and selecting those explained the most variance in simulated GLM 539
analyses. 540 541
Experimental Protocol 542
The experiment included two sessions on separate days 48 hours apart. In 543 session one, participants performed eight blocks of 35 trials each. During this training 544 session, participants performed 200 trials of one sequence ("heavily trained"), 40 trials 545 of a second sequence ("lightly trained"), and 40 trials of un-cued pseudorandom 546 sequences ("random"). The identity of each of the two sequences was counterbalanced 547 across participants. In session two, participants performed 8 blocks of 30 trials, 120 548
heavily trained trials and 120 lightly trained trials. Session two also introduced monetary 549
incentives of varying magnitude. Each trial was associated with one of three incentive 550 magnitudes: $5, $10, or $30. The order of reward values was set to be an m-sequence 551
to mitigate carryover effects (Buracas and Boynton, 2002) . Participants were informed that 552 a trial would be selected at random at the end of the experiment, and that they would 553 earn the associated reward provided they performed the target sequence without error 554 under the time limit. Our metric of task performance therefore incorporated both speed 555
and accuracy per se. 556 557
Incentive-behavior analysis 558
We used a multilevel Logistic regression model with Bayesian parameter 559 estimation to examine the effects of incentive magnitude (r) and skill-level (k) on the 560 probability of behavioral success. This formula can be expressed as follows, where s is 561 a subject ID: The reward variable r was coded using a treatment contrast, such that it decomposed 566 into to two binary comparisons: $5 vs $10 and $5 vs $30. The final parenthetical term in 567 the model is the random effects term, which forces the model to estimate the variation in 568
intercepts and main effects across subjects. 569 570 fMRI acquisition and pre-processing 571 MR data were acquired with a 3T GE scanner (MR 750) with a 32-channel head 572 coil. Functional data were obtained using a 1-shot multi-band T 2 * -weighted echo-planar 573 imaging (EPI) sequence sensitive to blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) 574
contrast (TR = 1200 msec, TE = 30 msec, flip angle = 70⁰, 21 cm field of view, in-plane 575 resolution = 2.4 mm × 2.4 mm, MB acceleration = 3). Each functional volume contained 576 51 contiguous 2.5 mm-thick axial slices separated by a 0 mm inter-slice gap acquired in 577 an interleaved manner. Whole-brain T 1 -weighted scans were acquired for anatomical 578 localization. Functional data were realigned to the third volume acquired, slice-time 579
corrected, and registered to the MNI-152 template using a non-linear warp. Functional 580
data were smoothed with a 6mm FWHM kernel for the whole-brain univariate analysis 581
but left unsmoothed for all multivariate analyses (see below). 582 583
Whole-brain Univariate Analysis 584
We modeled BOLD responses to the preparatory cue using generalized linear 585 models (GLM). The preparatory cue conveyed information about the reward that could 586 be obtained (e.g., "$30") and the sequence that should be performed (e.g., a blue 587 square for sequence A). One GLM was used to capture the spatially distributed patterns 588 of brain responses to the cue on each trial. This GLM modeled each trial's response to 589 the cue as a separate regressor, enabling us to obtain separate coefficient maps for 590 each trial. The resulting coefficient maps were used as samples in a multivariate 591 decoding analysis. Motor execution regressors were created by convolving a gamma 592 function with a square wave starting at movement onset with duration equal to the 593 movement time. Another GLM was used to measure the extent to which BOLD 594 responses were larger for larger monetary incentives. This GLM used the same motor 595 execution regressors, but contained 2 separate regressors for the cue period. One 596 regressor captured the mean response to the cue, while the other captured parametric 597 modulation due to reward magnitude. This latter regressor was coded to predict linear 598 changes in activity with reward magnitude while accounting for the mean response to 599 the cue. The resulting coefficient maps (one per participant) were fed into a second-600 level group analysis which helped us identify the voxels whose activity reliably scaled 601
with reward magnitude across participants. 602 603
Whole-brain Multivariate Analysis 604
We used multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) localize the areas in the brain that 605
contained information about the identity of an upcoming action and whether the action 606 will be performed successfully. Multivariate techniques-such as machine learning 607 classifiers-are powerful tools for measuring information in the brain, because they are 608 capable of discovering complex, high-dimensional mappings between spatially 609 distributed patterns of brain activity and stimuli (or behaviors, or many other things the 610
brain might contain information about). We performed an initial round of MVPAs using a 611
SpaceNet classifier, which uses spatial priors and TV-L1 regularization to construct 612 sparse but blobby coefficient maps. These maps can then be used to perform 613 classification of whole-brain patterns of activity. When the classifier achieves high out-614
of-sample classification accuracy, it's coefficient maps can be interpreted as information 615
maps specifying which voxels contain information about the class. We ran one round of 616
SpaceNets to classify patterns according to the motor sequence that was cued (A vs B) 617
and another set of SpaceNet classifiers which predicted whether the forthcoming trial 618 would be performed successfully.
619
The classifiers were run separately on each subject and were given the trial-wise 620
cue-related activity maps as input. Importantly, these maps were filtered using a binary 621 mask encoding which voxels were reward responsive. The group map from the 622 univariate GLM was thresholded at an alpha level of 0.05 and converted to a mask. This 623 mask was then applied), to exclude from our multivariate decoding analysis the voxels 624 that were not reliably reward-responsive at the group level. We used a leave-one-625 participant-out approach to ensure that the reward-related group maps and masks were 626 independent from each participant's trial-wise cue-related activity maps. This masking 627
greatly reduced the dimensionality of the decoding problem and ensured that the 628 decoders only used voxels that were modulated by incentives. One round of classifiers 629
constructed maps of voxels that were informative about which motor sequence 630 participants were preparing to perform (Sequence A vs Sequence B), and another 631 round of classifiers constructed maps of voxels that were informative of the future 632 behavioral performance (success vs failure). We fed the resulting maps into a second-633 level conjunction analysis, with an alpha cutoff of 0.05, to produce a mask of voxels that 634
were informative about both action and performance at the group level (Fgure 6). 635 636
Post-hoc Multivariate Analysis 637
Next, we took a closer look at the anatomical sub-components of the action and 638 performance information maps. After conjoining the action and performance information 639 maps, we intersected the conjunction map with specific anatomical regions of interest, 640 defined using the multi-modal Glasser atlas (Glasser et al., 2016) . We focused here on 641 the lateral prefrontal cortex (parcel indices: 67, 70, 71, 73, 79, 80, 81, 83, 84, 86), 642
supplementary motor area (43, 44), and primary motor cortex (8). Next, for each 643 subject, we performed a leave-one-trial-out cross-validated MVPA using a linear support 644 
